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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF FLOW EQUATION 

OF SCMC AQUEOUS SOLUTION IN PIPELINES 

M.T.HARIDI4 	 Ibrahim SALEHI‘ 

M.M.HAM2A§  

ABSTRACT 

Frictional pressure loss for flow of Sodium Carb-

oxymethyl Cellulose (SCMC) aqueous solutions in piping system 

has been experimentally, investigated. Pipes of inner diameters 

range from 6 to 17.5 mm, were used. SCMC aqueous solutions 

have been found to behave as pseudoplastic fluids. Smooth and 

rough pipes have been used for SCMC concentration ranges from 
0.03 to 1.1 wt.%. 

It has been found that the pressure drop-flow rate 

diagram for pipes was similar to that of Newtonian fluids, 

with different consistency equation and transient Reynolds num. 

ber. As concentration increases, the pressure loss increases, 

apperciably in the laminar region than in the turbulent one. 

INTRODUCTION 

Due to the importance of non-Newtonian fluids, 

considerable work has been undertaken to develop methods, by 

which the frictional head losses may be predicted. Bench 

scale viscometric data or pilot scale piping may be used, /1/." 

Herein, pilot scale friction apparatus was used to investi-

gate : 

1. Effect of varying (SCMC) concentration on the flow, 
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behaviour and consistency indices. 

2. Pressure drop in smooth and rough pipes. 

The practical choice, and importance of the SCMC 

aqueous solutions, lie in the fact that they are widely used 

in industry, /2/. 

FLUID FLOW BEHAVIOUR 

Newton's law of viscosity states that, for a stream-

line flow the shear stress ( -(7.) is proportional to the velo-

city gradient (r) in the fluid. The constant of proportion-
ality is known as the coefficient of dynamic viscosity (/".). 

Thus, Newton's law can be written as, 

(i) 

Fluids which obey this law are called Newtonian 

fluids. Otherwise, they are called non-Newtonian fluids. For 

non-Newtonian fluids, the term "viscosity" has no meaning 

unless it is related to a particular shear rate. This is the 

reason of using the term "apparent viscosity", VAa), /3/. 

The change of apparent viscosity with the change of time, and 

shear rate (7), determine the type of fluid. 

For non-Newtonian fluids, the relationship bet-

ween (D, f) is more complex, and for time independent fluids, 

Eq.(1) may be written as, 

1. = 7) 
	

• 
	(2) 

whereTmeans function of."  Attempts have been made to define 
this function by formulating mathematical models, to repres-

ent the rheological behaviour of non-Newtonian fluids, /4/. 

The simplest and most commonly used relationship is the power 

law equation defined as, /5/,  

• (3) 

where K is called the consistency coefficient, and n is the 

power law index. 

L_ 	Fluids which obey the above equation are called 
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power law fluids. For pseudoplastic fluids, (n<i), and for 
dilatant fluids, (n:1). In the case of Newtonian fluids, 

( n = 1), and K becomes the coefficient of dynamic viscosity. 

PRESSURE LOSS IN PIPELINE 

The relationship between pressure drop ( Ap), 

and volumetric flow rate (Q), may be obtained by integrating 

the chosen flow equation relating the shear stress, (r), and 

shear rate (). The pressure drop in a pipe of radius (r)9  

and length (L), is related to the wall shear stress (111,1) by, 

p _ 	2 
w r • 	(4) 

These losses can be investigated over laminar, 

transitional and turbulent flout regions, if the consistency 

equation, (3) is known. 

Different flow equations, relating the pressure 

loss and flow rates, may be found in Ref. /2 & 3/. It is of 

practical interest to relate the pressure loss by Fanning 

friction coefficient (f), defined as , 

f 	= 1:w/ S 
	

(5) 

where (v) is the flow mean velocity in the pipe. This fric-

tion factor may be related to the generalized Reynolds num-

ber ( R') . 

Generalized Reynolds number (12;), is defined so that, 

in laminar flow, the same relation for the friction factor is 

valid for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids, /5/. 

For laminar flow in a pipe of inner diameter (D= 

20, Metzner-Reed equation, relating the shear stress and 

shear rate, may be written as, /7/,  

c w  = K' ( 8 vn' 	 (6) 

where K' and n' are constants, depend on the fluid propert-

ies. The Fanning-coeffecient (0 is, then, 

v2  
= 1: w/ 	= K' (r- 

/ S 8v)nev2 
/ -2- 	 (7) 
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Knowing that the factor (f), for Newtonian fluids is, 

f = 16/R 1  • 

Eq.(7), yields to, 

R 
 

Q 	 D
n' v2 n' , 

 

n K'.8.'
-1 

 
(8) 

In case of power law fluids, n' = n , and 

K' 	
K•(3n+11n 

4n / 	the generalized Reynolds number is, 

c 
 Dn. v2-n 

R' 
m - 

	
.( 6n + 2 )n  

lr 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

Experimental investigation of the flow behaviour 

of SCMC solutions, as well as the friction losses in pipes 

of different sizes and roughness, has been carried out acc-

ording to the following sceme, 

1. Preparation of SCMC solutions of differnt concen-

trations from 300 to 11000 ppm. 

2. Measurement of the rheological properties of the 

prepared solutions. 

3. Measurement of the pressure drop-flow rate data 

for water, as a Newtonian fluid, and for the pre-

pared solutions for pipes having the diameters of 

6, 10, 17.5 smooth and 17.5 mm rough of relative 

roughness 1/450. 

The properties of Sodium Carboxymethyl Cellulose 

(SCMC) aqueous solutons are given in the British Pharmacobia 

20, /4/. The SCMC solutions have been prepared in a motor 

driven, five blades cylinderical mixer of 40 cm outer diam-

eter, and 100 cm depth. To allow complete solubility, the 

solution was mixed for 30 minutes, then lefted for 24 hours 

and then mixed for another 30 minutes, /4/. 

( 9) 

L 
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The shear rate, shear stress and apparent viscos-

ity of the prepared SCMC solutions have been measured using 

the Brook-field viscometer, described in Ref./4/. The effect 

of the mechanical degradation on the fluid apparent viscosity 

has been tested by measuring the rheometric properties of the 

solution before and ,after two hours pumping. 

The experiment was carried out, in the laborat-

ory of Fluid Mechanics of the M.T.C., by using a fluid fric-

tion apparatus C6-00, manufactured by Armfield Technical Ed-

ucation Co. Ltd. in England, /4/. 
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L. 	Fig.(1), Rheograms for SCMC Solutions 
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Experiment has been carried out for water flow 

and nine test-solutions of concentrations, 300, 450, 700, 

1000, 3000, 5000, 7000, 9000 and 11000ppm. Fig.(1) shows 

the rheometric chart for these solutions. For each solution 

the flow rate (Q), and pressure drop (p p) 'were measured. 

TYRE OF FLUID SYMOL 

WATER 

0
  • 4

 •  l c
 ► 

 

0.1 II) SCMC 
0.3 °A SCMC 
0.5 VoScMC 
0.7 9'0 SVC 
0.9 /, SCMC 
1.1% S0110 

1.0 

1.5 2 	5 	10 	2 	5 10L 	2 	5 1p3  2 3 - 
Flow Rate, qx10

6 
 (m

3 
 /sec) 

Fig.(2), Pressure drop in 17.5 mm smooth pipe. 
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ROUGH PIPE SMOOTH. PIPE 

17.5 x 
17.5 	0 
1 0 	• 
6 

I 0.5% scmc 1 

2 	5 	105  
Generalized Reynolds Number R: 

1.5 2 	5 	103  2 	5 	10 

Fig.(3), Fanning Friction Factor, for 0.5% SCMC 

TYPE 	OF 

FLUID 
SYMmOL 

WATER 0 
700 ipprn scmc • 
0.1% 	scmc x 

0.5% 	SCMC  
0.9% 	SSMC 4 

1.1% 	SGMC  

2 

10 
 

10 5  2 3 1.5 2 	5 to3 
 

2 	5 
	

10 2 

Generalized Reynolds Number Re 

L 
	Fig.(4), Fanning Friction Factor for 17.5 mm pipe. 
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The solution flow rates have been measured by volumetric 

method, to avoid uncalibrated orifice-meters use. Pressure 

losses were measured by means of U-tube manometer for the 

tested pipes of 1 m. length and of inner diameters 6, 10 mm 
17.5 smooth and 17.5 mm rough, with relative roughness 

1/450. 

Fig.(2), (3) and (4) show a sample of the exp-

erimental results. Constants of the Metzner-Reed, no and 

K', are given in Tab.(1) for differnt concentrations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Experimental investigation for solutions of 

different SCMC concentrations ranging from 300 to 11000ppm, 
showed that : 

- For laminar flow, the flow constants n' and K'y  of 

Metzner-Reed equation vary with concentration. As 

polymer toncenration increases, the constant n' 

decreases, while K' increases. 

- The laminar friction factor for water and differ-

ent SCMC solutions have been found to be: 

16/R; 

- For Turbulent flow, the pressure drop varies with 

concentration. It reaches its maximum value at 

11000ppm concentration. 

Test Solution 

1
n 

(Dimensionless) 
k 

(psscel.S) (Test Solution) 

I  
n 

(Dimensionless)(psscal.S4  
k 

. 

Water 1 9x1064  0.3% SCMC 0.9 0.013 
0.03% SCMC 0.968 0.0015 0.5% SCMC 0.86 0.021 

0,045% SCMC 0.960 0,0025 0.7% SCMC 0.825 0.042 

0.07% SCMC 0.945 0.0032 0.9% SCMC 0.785 0.075 
0.1% SCMC 0.925 
	_ 	...... 	_ 

0.006 1.1% SCMC 0.74 0.139 

L. 	Tab.(1), Metzner-Reed Constants. 
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